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Introduction



Big data is a paradigm with high scalability which was created as a result of needing of companies such as Yahoo and Google for growing the competitiveness up by improving search engines and to enable fast and smart data analysis through parallel and distributed computing. It is able to handle so vast and complex datasets computing which it becomes difficult to process using traditional databases. Despite the short history, these platforms have deployed a lot in data processing of modern information systems, in general and in particular to revolutionize and to enrich the geography world and spatial databases. Such that many experts claim that big data is here to stay, and it will grow more in the future [25][11]. This paradigm is focused on using the data to make powerful analytics process taking account different data structure, heterogeneity, dynamicity, multimodality and scalability. BigData is based on three main foundations: volume, variety and velocity. In 2012, twenty five experts on database technologies discussed the opportunities and challenges posed by Big Data for the Semantic Web, Semantic Technologies, and DB communities [7]. As a result, the researchers expressed their concerns about the fact that most of these data are often not made meaningful: the challenge is not only in the architecture behind big data, but also in the semantics involved and the access to meaningful data. Specifically, they addressed points related with answer queries, entity resolution, data quality, controlled vocabularies, mappings and rankings. Big data systems need ways to access and interact with massive volume of data. Dealing with large amounts of data involves new access strategies. Natural language interaction provides a powerful mechanism for querying even more than one big data systems at a time. Therefore, the main objective of this paper lies in increasing the quality and semantic value of the queries to perform consults to massive unstructured datasets. This semantic value will improve the performance of systems in terms of accuracy of analytical results, facilitating their use and management in the future. The approach proposes to design and develop mechanisms to discover structures and semantic relationships underlying these queries and datasets. These relationships are common in these resources, but often are hidden, especially when the data come



from heterogeneous sources, such as public web pages, social networks, or is acquired by crowdsourcing. This goal must be achieved without compromising critical requirements, as the system’s efficiency processing queries. Such mechanisms include automatic labeling, query analysis, structural analysis of warehouses, semantic association among nodes, detection of information spurious, and verification and characterization of sources. These processes will require the support of a multidimensional linguistic ontology that allows discovering semantic and relationships by means of defining dimensions in semantic labels and applying semantic similarity between concepts. Finally, information will be ranked under different criteria to facilitate their use, not only by semantic navigation but also by ranking the trustworthiness of these datasets. In this paper, multidimensional linguistic ontology will be presented. This is the main support to guarantee the implementation of mechanism previously presented and therefore, the first step to achieve more quality and semantic value of the information contained in a Big Data. The paper is structured as follows: firstly we present a state of the art about research work related to information extraction, modeling linguistic ontology and mechanisms to populate them automatically, big data querying and linguistic clues to assess reliability. The next section shows the proposal both the ontology modeling and the used mechanisms to discover the semantic relationships among the concepts loaded to populate the ontology by different sources. Finally, we conclude with the ongoing work and expected results.
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State of the art



Question answering techniques imply identify the keywords of the query and the relationships between these elements. This is carried out by means of information extraction algorithms to extract relevant semantic relationships and the context where they are expressed. Next we show a summary of the most relevant techniques that have been presented in the literature to address the task learning of semantic relations among concepts. In most cases, these techniques are divided in two categories, in those that learn taxonomic relations and in those that learn non-taxonomic relations between concepts. On one hand, many approaches about the learning of taxonomic relations have been developed in order to organize domain concepts into taxonomies as detailed in [9]. On the other hand and despite they have received less attention, some studies focus their efforts on identifying non-taxonomic relations [31], [27]. Techniques for finding taxonomic (or hierarchical) relations are generally classified into three different groups of approaches: pattern-based, clustering-based and combinations of both. The pattern-based techniques are a set of lexico-syntactic patterns defined by the user and then applied to the texts in order to obtain instances of taxonomic relations. An example of this technique is presented in [17]. Linguistic patterns have been extensively used to develop non-supervised information extraction systems and knowledge acquisition. These approaches use regular expressions that indicate a relation of interest within the text. General lexical-syntactic patterns can be



designed by hand or can be learned by using a set of pre-related concepts and domain texts. One of the most important successes resulting from the application of patterns is the discovery of taxonomic relationships. Hearst [14] studied and defined a set of domain-independent patterns for hyponymy discovery which have provided the basis for further refinements and learning approaches. From the work of Hearst [14] and with the development of information extraction techniques the number of indicators to build more complex linguistic patterns has increased. These indicators add to the grammatical and syntactic categories of Hearst elements like lists of trigger words, generic and synonyms words and lists of terms associated with a named entity. From this data pattern generation can be improved by manual generation and descriptive statistics. Manual generation involves much processing time, domain experts and inflexible patterns, with little recall and low portability to other domains. Supervised learning with automatic patterns are generated from observations manually classified in a part of the corpus. Typically these algorithms are HMM, decision trees, maximum entropy, Naive Bayes, SVM and CRF. On the other hand, clustering-based techniques are used for finding taxonomic relations between concepts [24, 26]. These techniques combined approaches used firstly lexico-syntactic patterns in the text and, secondly clustering techniques to filter the extracted taxonomic relations. Although these approaches are more flexible than the manual and identifies easily difficult patterns, there are some problems due to overfitting, selection of attributes to analyze, incompressible models generated, cost to annotate the training corpus and so on. Another technique is bootstrapping. It is a semi-supervised learning from examples (patterns or entities) that will automatically generate patterns from known entities. The combination with linguistic information and thesauruses give good results. Although these approach, the question that arises, is whether all statements that form the corpus are equally reliable. In the most related works, the relationships between concepts detected are specifically “is-a” and “part-of” relationships. However, the proposal [2] defines more relationships between concepts and proves better results in the calculation of the semantic similarity taking account more linguistic relationships. Some researches are been addressing to provide more semantics in the Big Data. One remarkable work is the Optique Project [3] is focused on using an ontology to capture user conceptualizations, and declarative mappings to transform user queries into complete, correct and highly optimized queries over the data sources. This project is built over open standards and protocols such as RDF, OWL, SPARQL the OWL API, and the openRDF project. The SMART project was a pioneer work on QA, conducted for 25 years in the MIT. The goal was to implement a query-answer system, mapping interrogative sentences to data in a DB. Recently, the project has been focused on big data [15]. The proposal presented here is supported by a more complete linguistic ontology based on the human communication which improving both user-queries and the quality of stored data. The data will be cleaned, filtered and verified to increase the trustworthiness into the analytics process results. Web credibility studies have a long history [30]. The [10] work focus on studying medical resources, but only based on elements that users identify as credibility markers among users. Since 2003 this field has been extended to the Semantic Web [13], [12], trying to analyze the layer of confidence. This layer is reflected in Big Data in



the so-called veracity aspect proposed by IBM in 2011 [16]. Although the implementation of these layers has been very limited and tools to develop are scarce [23]. In 2012, Assaf and Senart [4] create a list of factors that may influence in the reliability of the data. Currently, Lukoianova and Rubin [19] have defined a veracity index to assess trust and credibility. Reliability of resources is a need frequently identified as critical in datasets [18, 21]. While there are techniques that assess the quality of these resources through linguistic markers [23], unstructured resources, and measure the appropriateness of the collection for analysis [29], these technologies have to be validated for their inclusion in Big Data. These algorithms and heuristics resources may be used to rank the output, in the same way that web search engines used to do [7, 22]. Therefore, the proposal presented is addressed to give support linguistic to query into a big data with a multidimensional linguistic ontology that allows discovering semantic and relationships by means of defining dimensions in semantic labels and applying semantic similarity between concepts. In addition, the information will be ranked under different criteria to facilitate their use, not only by semantic navigation but also by ranking the trustworthiness of these datasets extending the works [11, 12] to the big data features.
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Proposal



The core concern of this work is to develop a strong Ontology in order to support diverse processes related to BigData systems: enhance queries across non-structured storages by means of similarities between terms and between concepts in a domain; facilitate proper interpretation of queries expressed in natural language; and assist the data refinement and accurate storage through the acquisition processes. To attain such goals, the need of knowledge is beyond common ontology models. The proposal is presented in three steps: ontological approach, knowledge acquisition, and trustworthiness of the knowledge sources. 3.1



Multi-dimensional Ontology focused on Calculation of Similarities



The here applied ontological design is based on several knowledge dimensions described in [8]: semiotic, sort (is-a), compositional (part-of), essential, restrictive, descriptive, and comparative. First six ones enclose specific knowledge, while the last one is derived from the other and stands for main strength of the approach, the calculation of similarities between terms and concepts in the human interaction domain. The approach was evaluated in [2], proving its advantages in similarities calculation. Therefore, it will be taken as a basic supporting tool in the proposal, and will be next briefly described. The knowledge base gathers seven dimensions, including some well-known and widely applied, as the sort dimension (concept is-a concept) or the compositional dimension (concept is part-of concept). Some others are less frequent, but not uniquely applied. The semiotic dimension observes knowledge regarding the relation be-



tween concepts and terms, but also the joint of set of terms in languages, and the relationships between languages. Concepts in this dimension are identified with WordNet synsets, so the ontology can be easily applied in conjunction with many tools. The fourth one, the essential dimension, represents the general taxonomy of concepts. This dimension requires a design suited to the purpose of the ontology. For example, the WordNet’s essential dimension classifies the concepts into four main linguistic categories (verb, noun, adjective, and adverb). When evaluating this model, the authors designed a taxonomy suited to human-like interaction, which improved the results in the experiments carried out in similarity calculation. That design organized 25 concepts (regarding classes) in a hierarchy with 16 leaf nodes. The singular dimensions in the approach are called restrictive and descriptive. The restrictive dimension describes the compatibility between concepts in a single statement. For example, the action ‘to swim’ is directly related to the concepts ‘sea’, ‘lake’, ‘river’, … but restricted to the rest. This dimension helps to understand and apply context, as well to process and interpret some tropes. Finally, the descriptive dimension observes the relationship among three kinds of concepts: generic concepts, attributes (likely to characterize first concept), and domains (of values) on which attributes are defined. It also observes the relationship between domains for the same attribute (enabling translation of terms from those domains, by means of fuzzy labels and subject to a certainty value). The calculation of similarities is performed separately for each dimension, and further combined. The aggregation observes all dimensions with different weights. Those weights are not constant but initially trained (for each concept, for each user) and later on evolved through the interaction with the system. This is supported by the fact that some facets are more relevant for certain concepts. For example, for some concepts the descriptive dimension should be more weighted than the sort. Additionally, some type of users would be paying more attention to certain facets of the concepts. The authors proposed and evaluated three sort of trainings: concept-centered, user-centered and hybrid. For all three, the results were improved with the use (the more training and experience, the more accurate results the system produced). 3.2



Focused Population Techniques



Main drawback of that ontological approach is acquiring the knowledge, especially for the rarest dimensions. Knowledge bases should not be directly populated by experts, because of the vast amount of knowledge required would entail unaffordable cost (nevertheless, the authors of that proposal provide an implementation of the knowledge bases and a knowledge editor, distributed with a GNU license). Instead, it will be proposed to acquire all that knowledge from free linguistic resources and, above all, from diverse natural language sources. Regarding the latter, several crawlers will be set. On one hand, crawlers parsing the structural definition of diverse storages (relational scripts, json, etc.) and queries are focused. Those definitions are usually well organized and the labels meaningful, but provide little knowledge. On the other hand, crawlers parsing text and searching patterns (in natural language) used for describing concepts (related terms, and common relationships with



other concepts, etc.). These crawlers are set to parse and navigate through any docudoc mental base (sets of documents, hypertexts, etc.). And finally, a human-like human interaction sub-system system is set for acquiring this knowledge with collaborating users. While interacting, this sub-system system seeks lacks of knowledge across oss all dimensions related to the concepts occurring in the dialogue with the user. When found, the system will query the user about that knowledge. The style of query depends on whether the aimed knowledge is a completely new fact (eg, “I don’t know what you mean by ‘phone’.” ‘ or just “What is a phone?”); a disambigdisambi uation tion in a context (“With ‘frame’ you mean the ‘goalmouth’, right?”); right?”) or a reinforcement of a concept with weak reliability (“By ‘phone’ you mean a device with headset and keyboard, don’t you?”). you?”) This interactive sub-system system is currently implantimplan ed in a game, and is planned to be integrated in a console for querying a BigData implantation through Natural Language. Given the nature of the diverse sources, acquired knowledge would be of different relevancy levancy and, even worse, reliability. Because of this, it is compulsory to add proper mechanisms to supervise acquired knowledge, knowledge which will be the role of experts in this proposal as shown in fig. 1.



Fig. 1. BigSemData proposal



However, the amount of knowledge to be supervised is still too high, boosting the need for experts (supervisors) to a, again, unaffordable cost. Thus, it is proposed to supervise only most obscure cases (chosen by the system, through a set of rules). rule Therefore, facts coinciding on the same matter will be contrasted automatically, takta ing into account that reliability is not the same for every fact. When acquiring a canca didate fact, its initial reliability value will be calculated upon the confidence in the source,, also known as trustworthiness. When analyzing candidate facts, the reliability value will be reinforced (if facts agree) or weakened (if disagree) to some extent. Focusing the confidence in a source, the initial trustworthiness value is set depending on the nature of the source. But, as candidate facts are acquired from that specific source, the trustworthiness value evolves upon the success of those facts when being incorporated to the knowledge bases. Therefore, mechanisms for supporting that th evolution through reputation techniques are required.



Finally, as fore mentioned, supervisors have the last word in validating new knowledge or reviewing the already stored. In order to reduce costs, this task will be restricted to obscure cases of candidate facts, and the already stored facts causing some problem through use. There is other sort of stored facts requiring supervision (low-reliability facts requiring reinforcement), but this reinforcement will be left for high-reputation users interacting with the system. 3.3



BigSemData Crawler: loading of candidate facts



This crawler relies on a set of patterns able of extracting ontological knowledge for a given dimension from sentences in Natural Language. Using the proposal presented by [14] several patterns to detect hyponymy relationships between concepts were identified and implemented. As an example, Table 1 shows some lexico-syntactic patterns that can be used to detect the taxonomical relation. The first column indicates the pattern (NP stands for noun phrase), the second a sentence exemplifying the pattern and third the concepts hypernym/hyponym conforming the taxonomical relation. Pattern



Example



Such NP as {NP,}* {and|or} NP



Hyponym(NP1, NP2)



Such city as Madrid



Hyponym{city, Madrid}



NP {,} such as {NP,}* {and|or} NP



Countries as Spain



Hyponym{Spain, Country}



NP {,} including {NP,}* {and|or} NP



Pets including turtles



Hyponym{turtle, pet}



NP {,} specially {NP,}* {and|or} NP



Plants specially tulips



Hyponym{tulip, plant}



NP {,} {and|or} other NP



Jeans and other clothes



Hyponym{jeans, clothe}



Table 1. - Hearst Patterns with examples



One of the most relevant non-taxonomic relations between concepts is the part-of (or part-whole) one. Linguistic patterns have been extensively employed to express part-of relationships. As the same way as in [14], other patterns have been defined in order to discover part-of relationships between concepts. Some of the studies aimed to define meronymy relations within text are [6]. Table 2 presents some of the English patterns that represent a part-of relationship between two concepts. Pattern



Example



Meronym(NP1, NP2)



NP’s NP



Car’s engine



Meronym(engine, car)



NP of {the|a|an} NP



Screen of the computer



Meronym(screen, computer)



NP in {the|a|an} NP



Radio in a car



Meronym(radio, car)



NP of NPs



Speed of processors



Meronym(speed, processor)



NP in NPs



Cache in processors



Meronym(cache, processor)



NP have|has|had NP



plant has leaves



Meronym(leaf, plant)



NP come|comes|came with NP



Camera comes with lens cap



Meronym(lens cap, camera)



NP feature|features|featured NP



Camera features zoom



Meronym(zoom, camera)



Table 2. - Meronym Patterns



In the first column the pattern is defined, the second one contains co an example and the third the two concepts that conform the part-of part of relation (meronym and holonym). All the patterns described have been manually constructed from observations found in natural language texts. They represent domain-independent domain regular expressions sions which can potentially be used in any domain of knowledge. Analogously, through the analysis of specific corpus, there have been defined sets of patterns to extend the learning abilities to the rest of the dimensionss of the ontology. As an example, Table Ta 3 presents some patterns defined to populate the restrictive restrictiv and descriptive dimensions, dimensions respectively.



Table 3. Patterns including Constraints and Descriptions



3.4



Trustworthiness of Candidate Facts



In the state of the art has been discussed the identification and application of linguistic li patterns. Prior to apply these patterns, the trustworthiness of these sentences should be assessed. A criterion based only on the authorship or the organization responsible sponsible of the resource is not enough, due to the fact that not all the data have the same degree of reliability and because many of these organizations are unknown. In [23]] linguistic and semantic markers are used to assess the degree of confidence to get data from some natural language sentences. Some of these markers are: percentage of negations, percentage of quantifiers, percentage of verbs in conditional tenses, legibillity index, and use of specialized domain terms, which are often associated with specialized sp knowledge. A pattern to detect the co-occurrence co occurrence of bibliographic references with topics that overlook these facts can give a misleading result (eg, "Although "Although the work of Smith (1997) did not indicate that there should be almost no relationship between the entities name and Zipf's law, all subsequent works refute this assumption assum tion", if we identify (Smith, 1997) and Zipf's law as related our results will be wrong). These markers will be stored joined with the candidate facts to evaluate through the supervisor, what of them could belong to multidimensional ontology.
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Conclusion and ongoing work



It has been presented a proposal of tools supporting several processes related to BigData system’s use and maintenance. Such tools are aimed to enrich the semantic scope of queries, endowing them with references to concepts instead of simple terms, which should lead to more complete and accurate results. The approach includes an ontological model, mechanisms for populate its knowledge bases, and metrics for fixing the reliability of the facts and trustworthiness of the sources. The complexity of the aimed system makes it hard to evaluate its contribution to the success and performance of the global system. Because of this, the proposal has been fragmented into independent parts, which performance can be compared to other similar components in the state of the art, and also increasing reusability and reducing development cost. The ongoing work is addressing the integration of the tools into some BigData sample systems. Such work will enable the evaluation of the whole approach (not only evaluating the tools, but the enhancement they provide in the targeted problem). As future lines, the interactive learning subsystem (acquiring facts through dialogue with users) has to be integrated into more systems, specifically, a bots able of querying a BigData base. However, when doing this, it will be intended to incorporate mechanisms enabling balance between the need for knowledge and the need of avoid annoying the user with too many questions. Preventing tiresome behavior should provide the chance of acquiring more knowledge at medium term, while abusing the user could lead to withdrawal.
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